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Dr Edward Impey

DIRECTOR-GENERAL AND MASTER OF THE ROYAL ARMOURIES

THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE DIRECTIVE ON

MUSEUM AND PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

I have been asked to speak on the potential impact of the proposed amendment on museums

and collectors. I am speaking for museums in the UK , but what I say will apply in marginally

different ways in other Member States.

Our primary concerns – and there are  others - are their potentially devastating impact on

Category A firearms, which are part of our common cultural heritage, a physical legacy of

our history, and a source of information for the future. We also have some proposals as to

how these problems can be avoided.

As things stand, we are content with Council Directive 91/477/EEC of 1998.

The proposed amendments of 18.11.16 causing concern are those to Article 2 (p.13) and

Article 6 (15).

To start with Article 6:

This retains the following from the original Directive (my bold and italics):
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Article 6: the original Directive:

Member states shall take all appropriate steps to prohibit the acquisition and possession of

the firearms and ammunition classified in category A. In special cases, the competent

authorities may grant authorizations for such firearms and ammunition where this is not

contrary to public security or public order.
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It is now proposed to delete this and substitute (my bold and italics)
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Article 6 (proposed)

Member States may authorise bodies concerned with the cultural and historical aspects of

weapons and recognised as such by the Member State in whose territory they are established

to keep in their possession firearms classified in category A acquired before [the date of

entry into force of this Directive] provided they have been deactivated in accordance with

the provisions that implement Article 10 (b)

This would mean at best the deactivation of all Category A pieces in museums – (assuming

that museums are allowed to keep them at all by being included among ‘…bodies concerned

with the cultural and historical aspects of weapons’).

This would not matter to museums, however, IF the original Article 2 paragraph 2 was to be

retained. In its 2008 form it reads:
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Article 2 paragraph 2, original

This Directive shall not apply to the acquisition or possession of weapons and ammunition,

in accordance with national law, by the armed forces, the police, the [sic] public authorities

or by collectors and bodies concerned with the cultural and historical aspects of weapons

and recognized as such by the Member State in whose territory they are established.

However, a proposed amendment is to delete the last sentence from Article 2, paragraph 2,

retaining exemption only for ‘public authorities’

IF ‘public authority’, in the UK, retains the scope and sense of the original text, then there

need not be a problem (although this would have to backed up by a definition of what

constitutes a ‘public authority’).
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But for proposed Article 2 and proposed Article 6 to be consistent, the ‘public authorities’ of

Article 2, to which the Directive would not apply, cannot be synonymous with the ‘bodies

concerned with the cultural and historical aspects of weapons’ of Article 6, to which it

would.  This ambiguity needs sorting out.

But the key point is that the revised Directive must at all costs not require museums to

deactivate their collections of Category A guns.

There are four reasons for this.

First – Cultural reasons. A gun is an active object, ie with moving parts. And these moving

parts usually embody what is innovative, special, and culturally distinct about the gun. To

deactivate is to mutilate to the point of near destruction. Nothing further could be learnt from

such an object. It would be like removing the engine from a historic car, the workings from a

clock, or the interiors from a building. This is not an approach we would tolerate in respect of

any other category of cultural heritage.

For example, it would lead to the tantamount destruction of this:
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PR.10510 Automatic Maxim machine gun prototype, 1885
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The world’s first continuous-firing (ie Category A) weapon, an invention with an untold and

incalculable impact, like it or not, on world history.

And this:
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M.1991.123 Presentation Russian PPSH-41 submachinegun

A  presentation sub-machine gun presented by Josef Stalin to the British Ambassador in 1943

– laden with historical significance and associations.

Second – Practical reasons. De-activation would destroy a potentially vital source of

comparative material which may – as it has been in the past – be of forensic use to scientists
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and national security officers. This is certainly the case in the UK, where the Royal

Armouries is a national resource in the fight against crime and terrorism.

Our collections, and those of the Imperial War Museum, have been used in supporting

investigations related to Northern Ireland, the Bosnian War Crimes Tribunal and many

criminal investigations. In Holland the National Military Museum provides a similar service.

The loss of this capacity would therefore increase the security threat to citizens of the EU

posed by weapons of this sort.

Third reason- Necessity – or lack of it.

The risk to public safety posed by  museums’ possession of  Category A weapons is minimal.

Such museums are accredited by Member States and have to adhere to security standards

demanded of them by state authorities. In the some states this means armed guards.

In case of the UK, security standards are agreed with the Police,  and access to such items is

restricted to those with bona fide need and themselves security vetted. We also maintain a

register of our collections: we know what they are and where they are. Meanwhile in the UK,

for a museum to hold Category A items it needs government-sponsored Museum

Accreditation and a Museums Firearms Licence. This is a very secure regime.

Finally, we are unaware at this time of an accredited museum having had a Category A

weapon stolen. There is no known link between terrorism and museum collections.

Fourth reason - Discrimination. While the exemption of museums in member states which

are part of the military establishment is welcomed and essential, its removal from others is

discriminatory, and I must speak up for sister museums who are not part of the Military

establishment. This is surely contrary to principles at the heart of EU policy.
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So far I have talked about museums – (and definitions are needed here). But much of the

heritage we are concerned with- although not in the UK - is in private hands. If  the

proposals proceed as drafted, all privately possessed heritage arms in Category A would be

destroyed. The heritage significance of this material is of course equal whether privately or

publicly held. In some states, the amendment would also cut across necessity or even

requirements for citizens to possess such weapons.

So what do we recommend? It’s very simple:

1.The reinstatement/retention of Article 2 paragraph 2 in its original form. This would

preserve museum collections and those of other bodies and of private collectors.

2. Failing that, a redrafting of the re-draft of 2.2, say, as follows:
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Article 2 paragraph 2 – proposed amendment to amendment:

This Directive shall not apply to the acquisition or possession of weapons and ammunition, in

accordance with national law, by the armed forces, the police, collectors and publicly-owned

bodies and bodies managing publicly-owned collections concerned with the cultural and

historical aspects of weapons, subject to the regulation of the Member State in whose

territory they are established. Nor shall it apply to commercial transfers of weapons and

ammunition of war.

and of Article 6 as follows….
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Article 6 - proposed amendment to amendment

Member States shall take all appropriate steps to prohibit the acquisition and the possession

of the firearms and ammunition classified in category A and to destroy those firearms and

ammunition held in violation of this provision and seized. Member States may authorise

collectors, publicly-owned bodies and bodies managing publicly-owned collections

concerned with the cultural and historical aspects of weapons and recognised as such by

the Member State in whose territory they are established to keep in their possession fully

functional firearms classified in category A.
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